You can trust Snap Science to support you – written by a team of curriculum and science experts led by the Primary Science Quality Mark (PSQM) National Director, Jane Turner, who is also one of the two Independent Education Experts for Science that worked on the interim Teacher Assessment Framework.

Snap Science Assessment allows you to review, track and record every child’s progress – with complete coverage of all concepts and skills from the new Teacher Assessment Framework providing a comprehensive assessment solution.

**Snap Science Assessment - How does it work?**

Developed with in-depth formative and summative assessment at its core, Snap Science offers simple, yet robust tools for judging and recording whether a child is working at, towards or exceeding the expected standard.

Ongoing formative assessment opportunities are built into every lesson plan, along with guidance to enable teachers to use what a child has said, written, made or drawn in a lesson to confidently assess their learning.

For every concept and skill in the Teacher Assessment Framework a Snapshot assessment task will help you to review a child’s learning and whether they are working at the expected standard.

Access full digital support in measuring attainment and progress against each curriculum objective with the online Record Keeping Tool on Collins Connect – an adaptable tracking and reporting system containing all the data you need to make your final teacher assessment judgements at the end of key stage.
Formative assessment
Every Snap Science lesson has a **Learning Intention** linked to National Curriculum objectives. Shared ‘I can’ **Success Criteria** are also provided for each lesson, to assist pupils in identifying the steps required to achieve the learning intention.

Evidence of Learning appears at the end of every Snap Science lesson and is linked back to the learning intention. It identifies what children may have said, written, made or drawn during the lesson to have achieved the learning intention.

In-school summative assessment
**Snapshot assessment tasks** are provided for every curriculum objective and every concept and skill in the Teacher Assessment Framework. They are short, fun assessment activities that support teachers in making their summative judgments as to whether a pupil is working at the expected standard, towards the expected standard or at great depth within the expected standard.
Record-keeping

The record-keeping found on Collins Connect supports teachers to track pupil progress. As each curriculum objective is covered, and using the evidence from each lesson alongside Snapshot Assessment Task judgements, a teacher can record whether a pupil is working at the expected standard, towards the expected standard or at great depth within the expected standard. This data can be used to form the basis for reporting to parents and guardians and informing the next year’s teacher. It can also be used at the end of key stage to inform final teacher assessment judgements.